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1 HP XP7 Storage Program Products
This chapter introduces the products and manuals that are provided by HP XP7 Storage.

Overview
Program products and corresponding manuals that are provided by HP XP7 Storage are as
follows.

ManualProgram product

HP XP7 Remote Web Console User GuideRemote Web Console

RAID Manager2 • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide

• For open systems: HP XP7 Provisioning for Open
Systems User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Provisioning for
Mainframe Systems User Guide

• Thin Provisioning2

• Thin Provisioning Z3

• Smart Tiers2

• Smart Tiers Z3

Resource Partition

Data Retention2

Volume Retention3

• Virtual LUN2

• Virtual LVI3

LUN Manager2

HP XP7 Fast Snap User GuideFast Snap2

HP XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide

External Storage

HP XP7 Cache Partition User GuideCache Partition

HP XP7 Performance for Open and Mainframe Systems
User Guide

Performance Monitor

• Cache Residency2

• Mainframe Array Management3

Performance Control

HP XP7 for Compatible Parallel Access Volumes User
Guide

Parallel Access Volumes1

HP XP7 Auto LUN User GuideAuto LUN

HP XP7 SNMP Agent User GuideSNMP Agent

SNMP Manager

HP XP7 Remote Web Console MessagesHP XP7 Remote Web Console Messages

HP XP7 Audit Log User and Reference GuideAudit Log

HP XP7 DKA Encryption User GuideDKA Encryption
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ManualProgram product

HP XP7 Volume Shredder for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide

Volume Shredder

• For open systems: HP XP7 Business Copy User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Business Copy for
Mainframe Systems User Guide

• Business Copy2

• Business Copy Z3

HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide• Compatible FlashCopy1

• Compatible FlashCopy SE1

• For open systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• Continuous Access Synchronous2

• Continuous Access Synchronous Z3

• For open systems: HP XP7Continuous Access Journal
User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Journal for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• Continuous Access Journal2

• Continuous Access Journal Z3

HP XP7 for Compatible XRC User GuideCompatible XRC1

HP XP7 High Availability User GuideHigh Availability2

Note
1. For connections to IBM mainframes only.
2. For connections to open systems only.
3. For connections to mainframes only.

Storage management functionality
HPXP7 Storage provides program products for managing storage systems. This section describes
these program products by dividing them into the following categories:

• “Operation management” (page 6)

• “Resource management” (page 7)

• “Virtualization” (page 7)

• “Performance management” (page 8)

• “Troubleshooting” (page 8)

• “Security” (page 9)

Operation management
Use this functionality in normal operation of storage systems.

ManualProgram product

HP XP7 Remote Web Console User GuideRemote Web Console

RAID Manager • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide
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Related information

• “HP XP7 Remote Web Console User Guide” (page 12)

• “HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide” (page 17)

Resource management
Use this functionality to manage storage system resources.

ManualProgram product

• HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide• Thin Provisioning or Thin Provisioning Z

• •Virtual LUN or Virtual LVI HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User
Guide• LUN Manager

HP XP7 High Availability User GuideHigh Availability

RAID Manager • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide

Related information

• “HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe
Systems User Guide” (page 13)

• “HP XP7 High Availability User Guide” (page 16)

• “HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide” (page 17)

Virtualization
Use this functionality to virtualize storage system resources.

ManualProgram product

• HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide• Thin Provisioning or Thin Provisioning Z

• •Smart Tiers or Smart Tiers Z HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User
Guide• Resource Partition

HP XP7 Fast Snap User GuideFast Snap

HP XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide

External Storage

HP XP7 Cache Partition User GuideCache Partition

RAID Manager • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide
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Related information

• “HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe
Systems User Guide” (page 13)

• “HP XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Cache Partition User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Fast Snap User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide” (page 17)

Performance management
Use this functionality to manage performance of storage systems.

ManualProgram product

• HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide• Smart Tiers or Smart Tiers Z

• •Resource Partition HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User
Guide• Virtual LUN or Virtual LVI

HP XP7 Cache Partition User GuideCache Partition

HP XP7 Performance for Open and Mainframe Systems
User Guide

• Performance Monitor

• Cache Residency

• Performance Control

HP XP7 for Compatible Parallel Access Volumes User
Guide

Parallel Access Volumes

HP XP7 Auto LUN User GuideAuto LUN

Related information

• “HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe
Systems User Guide” (page 13)

• “HP XP7 for Compatible Parallel Access Volumes User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Cache Partition User Guide” (page 14)

• “ HP XP7 Auto LUN User Guide ” (page 16)

Troubleshooting
Use this functionality to check and resolve the problem when a failure occurs in a storage system.

ManualProgram product

HP XP7 Remote Web Console User GuideRemote Web Console

HP XP7 Remote Web Console MessagesHP XP7 Remote Web Console Messages

HP XP7 SNMP Agent User Guide• SNMP Agent

• SNMP Manager

HP XP7 High Availability User GuideHigh Availability
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Related information

• “HP XP7 Remote Web Console User Guide” (page 12)

• “HP XP7 SNMP Agent User Guide” (page 17)

• “HP XP7 High Availability User Guide” (page 16)

Security
Use this functionality to manage access to storage system resources.

ManualProgram product

• HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide• Data Retention

• •Volume Retention HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User
Guide• LUN Manager

HP XP7 Audit Log User and Reference GuideAudit Log

HP XP7 DKA Encryption User GuideDKA Encryption

HP XP7 Volume Shredder for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide

Volume Shredder

Related information

• “HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe
Systems User Guide” (page 13)

• “HP XP7 DKA Encryption User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Volume Shredder for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Audit Log User and Reference Guide” (page 17)
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Business continuity
HP XP7 Storage provides program products for ensuring business continuity without interrupting
the operation of storage systems. This section describes these program products by dividing
them into the following categories:

• “Data replication” (page 10)

• “Disaster recovery” (page 11)

Data replication
This is the data backup functionality. The local replication functionality backs up data in the same
storage system, and the remote replication functionality backs up data across multiple storage
systems.

ManualProgram productCopy type

HP XP7 Fast Snap User GuideFast SnapLocal replication

Business Copy or Business Copy Z • For open systems: HP XP7
Business Copy User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7
Business Copy for Mainframe
Systems User Guide

HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy
Mirroring User Guide

Compatible FlashCopy or Compatible
FlashCopy SE

Continuous Access Synchronous or
Continuous Access Synchronous Z

Remote replication • For open systems: HP XP7
Continuous Access Synchronous
User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7
Continuous Access Synchronous
for Mainframe Systems User Guide

Continuous Access Journal or
Continuous Access Journal Z

• For open systems: HP XP7
Continuous Access Journal User
Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7
Continuous Access Journal for
Mainframe Systems User Guide

HP XP7 for Compatible XRC User
Guide

Compatible XRC

HP XP7 High Availability User GuideHigh Availability

RAID ManagerBoth local and remote replication • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation
and Configuration User Guide

• HPXP7RAIDManager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference
Guide
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Related information

• “HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide” (page 17)

• “HP XP7 Fast Snap User Guide” (page 14)

• “HP XP7 Business Copy User Guide and HP XP7 Business Copy for Mainframe Systems
User Guide” (page 15)

• “HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide” (page 15)

• “HP XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous User Guide and HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 15)

• “HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal User Guide and HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal
for Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 16)

• “ HP XP7 for Compatible XRC User Guide ” (page 16)

• “HP XP7 High Availability User Guide” (page 16)

Disaster recovery
Use this functionality to recover data when a failure occurs in a storage system.

ManualProgram product

• For open systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide

Continuous Access Synchronous or Continuous Access
Synchronous Z

• For open systems: HP XP7Continuous Access Journal
User Guide

• For mainframe systems: HP XP7 Continuous Access
Journal for Mainframe Systems User Guide

Continuous Access Journal or Continuous Access Journal
Z

RAID Manager • HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide

HP XP7 High Availability User GuideHigh Availability

Related information

• “HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation and Configuration
User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference Guide” (page 17)

• “HP XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous User Guide and HP XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 15)

• “HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal User Guide and HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal
for Mainframe Systems User Guide” (page 16)

• “HP XP7 High Availability User Guide” (page 16)
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2 Provided Manuals
This chapter describes the manuals and program products provided by HP XP7 Storage.

HP XP7 Remote Web Console User Guide
Remote Web Console provides a GUI for managing storage systems via a web browser. This
functionality also allows you to view the settings and configuration information of a storage system
from a management PC that is connected to the storage system via a LAN.
The major functions are as follows:

• Viewing the settings and configuration information of a storage system

You can view the configuration information of a storage system.◦
◦ You can configure volumes and input and output paths.

◦ You can configure and use commercial options and functions.

• Collecting information required for troubleshooting
You can check the failure history of storage systems and download trace files.

• Maintaining security
You can view the audit logs that record information such as user operation permission
settings and login history.

HP XP7 Performance for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide
Performance Monitor

Performance Monitor allows you to measure the usage rate of resources such as the data drives,
logical volumes, and processors in a storage system.
You can also measure the load on the storage system, the traffic between hosts and the storage
system, and view the changes in usage rate, load, and traffic as a line graph.
Based on the information in the window, you (the system administrator) can analyze trends in
drive access, identify peak times of input and output access, and obtain performance-tuning
information. If the performance of the system is in question, you can analyze this information to
locate the bottleneck.

Performance Control
Performance Control allows you to set an upper limit on the number of accesses to a storage
system from a server and on the amount of data to be transferred. You can set the upper limit
to be automatically disabled when the traffic between the server and the storage system drops
to a certain level. By doing so, I/O operations for a server to which high throughput is required
can be executed prior to I/O operations for other servers.

Cache Residency
Cache Residency allows you to pin the data that is more frequently accessed to a specific cache
area in a storage system. This allows high-speed access from the host to the data in the cache.
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HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7
Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User Guide
Thin Provisioning and Thin Provisioning Z

Thin Provisioning and Thin Provisioning Z allow you to, by using virtual volumes, allocate capacity
to a virtual host (server) in excess of the available physical capacity. The data of the virtual volume
is stored in the storage pool. Each time you increase capacity, you need to prepare only a
minimum number of data drives and do not need to stop the system. Initial installation costs,
electricity costs, and air conditioning costs can therefore be reduced, and effective use can be
made of storage resources because only the capacity in actual use is needed from the physical
capacity. Furthermore, because this function levels the loads on storage pools, the need to
consider the physical configuration for performance optimization purposes when planning allocation
of volumes is removed, which helps reduce the storage-performance design workload.

Smart Tiers and Smart Tiers Z
Smart Tiers and Smart Tiers Z convert the storage pool of a virtual volume to a tiering structure.
Stored data is automatically allocated among the storage tiers that is consisted of SSDs, SAS
drives, external volumes or other types of drives. Data that is accessed more frequently is moved
to high-speed storage tiers, and data that is accessed less frequently is moved to low-cost storage
tiers. As a result, both storage performance and cost performance improve without the need to
consider the usage of storage tiers.

Resource Partition
Resource Partition defines one storage system as multiple virtual private storage systems. This
allows you to use a storage system that multiple businesses and divisions share as if you were
using multiple individual storage systems. In this way, when load is concentrated on a specific
business, other businesses suffer no impact. In addition, you can limit access by assigning
administrators to individual virtual private storage systems in order to prevent data damage and
leakage caused by external attacks.

Virtual LUN and Virtual LVI
Virtual LUN and Virtual LVI create logical volumes of any size by partitioning or combining
fixed-size logical volumes (FVs) within a parity group. These functions allow you to create logical
volumes according to the data capacity that is required. For example, you can create a logical
volume for each file to reduce data drive access contention, or create a small-capacity logical
volume to suit a command device.

LUN Manager
LUN Manager sets data input and output paths between open servers (such as UNIX servers or
PC servers) and logical volumes. LUN Manager allows you to add data input and output paths
to the storage system when you add a host or data drive. You can also protect data from
unauthorized access by limiting the logical volumes that are accessible from a host.

Data Retention and Volume Retention
Data Retention and Volume Retention add the access attribute to logical volumes. By default,
all hosts are permitted to read and write all volumes. Consequently, if a user makes a mistake
when writing data to a volume, data might be damaged or unexpectedly deleted, or confidential
data might be leaked due to unauthorized access. By using Data Retention and Volume Retention,
you can set the access attribute to protect volumes from access from unauthorized hosts and to
prevent data from being damaged, lost, or leaked.

HP XP7 Provisioning for Open Systems User Guide and HP XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User Guide 13



HP XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide
External Storage virtually integrates multiple storage systems. By mapping the logical volumes
of other storage systems to HP XP7 Storage, this function allows you to operate volumes of
multiple storage systems as if you were operating a single storage system. You can now not only
manage and operate the mapped volumes as logical volumes of HP XP7 Storage, but also
perform unified data copy operations across different types of storage. This function is also useful
when you migrate data among storage systems.

HP XP7 for Compatible Parallel Access Volumes User Guide
When you connect to an IBMmainframe, Parallel Access Volumes provides functionality equivalent
to IBM PAV (Parallel Access Volume). PAV allows you to simultaneously issue multiple I/O
requests to one logical device (LDEV) from a host, which improves the data-access speed of the
storage system.
If Parallel Access Volumes is not in use, the I/O requests that a host system can start or manage
is limited to 1 for each LDEV. Parallel Access Volumes, however, specifies the LDEV as an alias
device, and allocates the alias device to the base device. Therefore, all I/O requests to the alias
device are treated as if they were issued to the base device.

HP XP7 DKA Encryption User Guide
The DKA Encryption enables users to implement and manage data encryption on the storage
system. Data encryption prevents "leakage" of information from the storage system, for example,
during data drive replacement or in the case of theft.
DKA Encryption provides hardware-based strong encryption (AES 256) that is compatible with
both open system and mainframe system. Encryption can be applied to some or all of the internal
drives with no throughput or latency impacts for data I/O and little or no disruption to existing
applications and infrastructure. DKA Encryption includes integrated key management functionality
that is both simple and safe to use.

HP XP7 Volume Shredder for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide
Volume Shredder completely deletes all of the data on a logical volume so that the data cannot
be recovered. This function complies with the DoD 5220.22-M standard of the US Department
of Defense, and uses dummy data to repeatedly overwrite the volume to completely erase the
data. In this way, when the volume is reused, data leakage and unauthorized use is prevented.

HP XP7 Cache Partition User Guide
Cache Partition defines a virtual private storage system that has dedicated cache memory for
each application or business. When multiple units of business processing requires different cache
capacities, this function defines a virtual private storage system and allocates dedicated cache
memory to each unit of business processing. After you dedicate cachememory to each application
or business, an increase in load on one server no longer affects the storage resources allocated
to other servers. As a result, you can ensure business continuity while maintaining processing
performance.

HP XP7 Fast Snap User Guide
For an open system, Fast Snap duplicates storage system volumes within the storage system.
When a primary volume is updated, only the differential data is saved to the duplicated virtual
volume, which allows you to manage duplication with excellent cost performance.
You can also take backups (snapshot data) of the data that exists in a storage system at a specific
time, and use this snapshot data to recover data if a data failure occurs in the storage system.
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HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide
Compatible FlashCopy or Compatible FlashCopy SE provides functionality that is equivalent to
IBM FlashCopy and FlashCopy SE. This functionality can duplicate data at a higher speed than
by duplicating the execution data from a host.
For a mainframe system, Compatible FlashCopy or Compatible FlashCopy SE duplicates storage
system volumes within the storage system.When a source volume is updated, only the differential
data is saved to the duplicated virtual volume, which allows you to manage duplication with
excellent cost performance.
You can also take backups (snapshot data) of the data that exists in a storage system at a specific
time, and use this snapshot data to recover data if a data failure occurs in the storage system.
By using Compatible FlashCopy or Compatible FlashCopy SE, you can also specify the scope
of the copy and establish a relationship. This scope is called an extent. When you specify only
a part of a volume to be the scope of a copy (the extent), it does not matter if the capacities of
the copy destination and the copy source are different. You can specify a copy source and a
copy destination that are both in the same volume. You can also copy data from one source to
multiple destinations.

HP XP7 Business Copy User Guide and HP XP7 Business Copy for
Mainframe Systems User Guide

Business Copy and Business Copy Z create a replica (secondary volume) of a logical volume in
a storage system without going through the server (host). By using replicas, you can perform
parallel processing, such as taking backups or executing batch processing, without affecting the
running applications. You can link Business Copy and Business Copy Z with many other program
products to share a volume. By combining the functionality of Business Copy or Business Copy
Z with that of other products, various backup strategies become available.
For example, by sharing a volume between Business Copy and Fast Snap, you can define a
configuration to manage both duplication and snapshot data of the volume.

HP XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous User Guide and HP XP7
Continuous Access Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide

Continuous Access Synchronous and Continuous Access Synchronous Z create a replica volume
in a remote storage system without going through the server (host), and then copy data to the
remote storage system by synchronizing the remote storage system with data write operations
of the local storage system. You can create the pair with each of volumes copying data, and then
you can set each volume to primary volume and secondary volume. The synchronous-copy
functionality updates the secondary volume by synchronizing the update processing of the primary
volume. Therefore, data in the primary volume and the secondary volume is always the same.
This provides faster disaster recovery for data centers and faster data transfer to remote data
centers when data centers are relocated or consolidated. The recovery or transfer processing
runs independently of the host. In addition, you can use this functionality in combination with
Business Copy and Continuous Access Journal. By combining data-copy program products like
these, you can recover important data from all kinds of failures.
For example, by sharing a volume between Continuous Access Synchronous and Business
Copy, you can define a configuration to manage the volume duplication in storage systems in
both of the primary and secondary sites. By defining such a configuration, when recovering a
storage system, you can select from multiple duplicated volumes according to the scale of the
failure.

HP XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide 15



HP XP7 High Availability User Guide
The High Availability function can be used for the following objectives in storage system operations:

• To continue server I/O (if a failure occurs in a storage system)

• To perform a failover or failback on the servers without operating the storage systems

• To migrate a virtual machine of a server without operating the storage systems
High Availability performs based on the multi-array virtualization function. The multi-array
virtualization function enables storage resources to perform as virtualized storage resources.
When virtual information is sent to the server in a response (response to the SCSI command
Inquiry), the server identifies multiple storage systems as a single virtual storage machine.

HP XP7 Continuous Access Journal User Guide and HP XP7 Continuous
Access Journal for Mainframe Systems User Guide

Continuous Access Journal and Continuous Access Journal Z create a replica volume in a remote
storage system without going through the server (host), and then copy data from its volume of
a local storage system to a volume of a remote storage system. You can create the pair with
each of volumes copying data, and then you can set each volume to primary volume and
secondary volume. The secondary volume is an asynchronous block-for-block copy of the primary
volume. The copied data is consistent with local data and therefore available for use in recovery
of the volume of a storage system in a primary site if the need arises.
Asynchronous replication stores journal data (that is, a history of changes) in a journal volume,
transfers the journal data to a secondary volume, and then updates the secondary volume
asynchronously with updates to the primary volume according to the update sequence. This
provides faster disaster recovery for data centers and faster data transfer to remote data centers
when data centers are relocated or consolidated. The recovery or transfer processing runs
independently of the host. In addition, you can use this functionality in combination with Business
Copy/Snapshot or Continuous Access Synchronous. By combining data-copy program products
like these, you can recover important data from all kinds of failures.
For example, by using Continuous Access Journal and Continuous Access Synchronous, you
can manage copied volumes in a 3-data-center configuration. If a failure occurs in one of the
data centers during business hours, volumes in another data center can be used to continue the
business. Volume replication can then be performed in the third data center.

HP XP7 for Compatible XRC User Guide
Compatible Replication for IBM XRC provides asynchronous remote replication functions for
data backup in the event of a disaster.
In Compatible XRC, the data written from the host at the primary site is written to the primary
volume by means of the cache memory at the primary storage system. At the same time, the
data is temporarily stored in cache memory as a sidefile. At the secondary site, the System Data
Mover (SDM) software asynchronously reads the sidefile data over communications lines from
the primary storage system at the primary site. SDM then writes the data to the secondary volume
in the secondary storage system in the same order as it was written at the primary site.
Compatible XRC is used for mainframe systems and is compatible with Extended Remote Copy,
which is an IBM host software feature.
Compatible XRC is compatible with System Data Mover in Data Facility Storage Management
Subsystem (DFSMS), which is common to the XRC environment.

HP XP7 Auto LUN User Guide
Auto LUN provides functions for migrating volumes to optimize and balance workloads on data
drives.
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If an excessive number of accesses to particular data drives or data are made from hosts , the
I/O wait time for the data drives increases, and the performance might decrease. Auto LUN allows
you to balance access workloads that are concentrated on particular data drives, removing
bottlenecks from your system.
Migrating volumes by using Auto LUN is completely non-disruptive because the data being
migrated can remain online to all hosts for read and write operations throughout the entire
migration process. When the load to a specific processor increases, loads can be dispersed due
to migrating volumes by Auto LUN.

HP XP7 SNMP Agent User Guide
SNMP Agent

SNMP Agent collects information such as network device errors and network device usage, by
using the SNMP network management protocol. SNMP Agent is installed on disk devices or
other devices that are managed on the network. When a failure occurs, SNMP Agent issues an
SNMP trap to SNMP Manager to report the failure. In addition, SNMP Agent can report product
numbers, nicknames, reference codes, and component identifiers.

SNMP Manager
SNMP Manager collects information from devices managed on the network (SNMP Agents), by
using the SNMP network management protocol. SNMP Manager is installed on the network
management station. SNMPManager displays the collected information graphically, accumulates
the information in the database, and analyzes problems that were discovered while accumulating
this information. SNMP Manager also obtains information about the status of storage system
components.

HP XP7 Remote Web Console Messages
HP XP7 Remote Web Console Messages provides information about error message windows
and error message details that are displayed when you use Remote Web Console.
For information about common errors and solutions regarding Remote Web Console, see the
troubleshooting information in the HP XP7 Remote Web Console User Guide. For information
about errors with Remote Web Console operations, see the error message list in this document.
To resolve an error with RemoteWeb Console operations, look for a solution in the error message
details, and also refer to the troubleshooting information in the user guide for the program product
in which the error occurred.

HP XP7 Audit Log User and Reference Guide
You can use audit log files to address security issues with your storage system.
If an unauthorized operation is performed or a failure occurs in the storage system, you can
examine the audit log files to determine what kind of operations were performed and when those
operations were performed.

HP XP7 RAID Manager User Guide, HP XP7 RAID Manager Installation
and Configuration User Guide, and HP XP7 RAID Manager Reference
Guide

RAIDManager allows you to issue commands to your storage system. You can use the command
line to perform operations that can also be performed on Remote Web Console. For example,
you can configure your storage system, manage data, and perform local and remote replication
operations.
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You can execute the commands interactively. You can also write scripts to automate or standardize
storagemanagement tasks. This saves the storage administrator (you) time, reducesmanagement
costs, and reduces the risk of errors.

HP XP7 Documentation Roadmap
This is the document you are currently reading. This document lists functionality such as operation
management and performance management of storage systems, data replication, and disaster
recovery. This document also provides an overview of these functions so that you can find the
document you are looking for.
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3 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support CenterMore Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Related information
The following documents and websites provide related information:

• XP7 Continuous Access Journal for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous for Mainframe Systems User Guide
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• XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous User Guide

• XP7 External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide

• XP7 for Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User Guide

• XP7 Provisioning for Mainframe Systems User Guide

• XP7 RAID Manager User Guide

• XP7 Remote Web Console Messages

• XP7 RemoteWeb Console User Guide
You can find these documents at:

• Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center website (Manuals page):
www.hpe.com/support/manuals

Click Storage >Disk Storage System > XP Storage, and then select your Storage System.

• Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library website:
www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docs

Under Products and Solutions, click HP XP Storage. Then, click XP7 Storage under HP
XP Storage.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs
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Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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Glossary
allocation The ratio of allocated storage capacity versus total capacity as a percentage. Allocated storage

refers to those logical devices (LDEVs) that have paths assigned to them. Allocated storage
capacity is the sum of the storage of these LDEVs. Total capacity is the sum of the capacity of
all LDEVs on the disk array.

BC An Hewlett Packard Enterprise application that provides volume-level, point-in-time copies in
the disk array.

BC Z The version of Business Copy that supports mainframe volumes.
CLI Command-line interface. An interface comprised of various commands which are used to control

operating system responses.
CLPR Cache logical partition.
Cnt Ac-J XP7 Continuous Access Journal software.
Cnt Ac-J Z The version of Continuous Access Journal that supports mainframe volumes.
Cnt Ac-S XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous software.
Cnt Ac-S Z The version of Continuous Access Synchronous that supports mainframe volumes.
commanddevice A volume in the disk array that accepts Continuous Access, Business Copy, or Business

Continuity Manager control operations, which are then executed by the array.
CT group Consistency group.
CU Control Unit. Used to organize the storage space attached to the disk controller ( DKC). You

can group similarly configured logical devices (LDEVs) with unique control unit images (CUs).
CUs are numbered sequentially. The disk array supports a certain number of CUs, depending
on the disk array model. Each CU can manage multiple LDEVs; therefore, both the CU number
and the LDEV number are required to identify an LDEV.

CVS CVS devices (OPEN-x CVS or 3390-x CVS) are custom volumes configured using array
management software to be smaller or larger than normal fixed-size OPEN or mainframe system
volumes. Synonymous with volume size customization (VSC). OPEN-V is a CVS-based volume.

DFSMS Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem.
DKA Disk adapter.
DKC Disk controller.
emulation mode The LDEVs associated with each RAID group are assigned an emulation mode that makes

them operate like OPEN system disk drives. The emulation mode determines the size of an
LDEV or volume.
OPEN-V: User-defined custom size
3390-3/3R: 2.838 GB
3390-9: 8.514 GB
3390-L: 27.844 GB
3390-M: 55.689 GB
3380-3 2.377 GB

Fibre Channel A data transfer architecture designed for mass storage devices and other peripheral devices
that require high bandwidth.

HDD Hard disk drive.
LDKC Logical disk controller.
LUN Logical unit number. A LUN results from mapping a logical unit number, port ID, and LDEV ID

to a RAID group. The size of the LUN is determined by the emulation mode of the LDEV and
the number of LDEVs associated with the LUN.

LUSE Logical Unit Size Expansion. The LUSE feature is available when the XP7 LUNManager product
is installed, and allows a LUN, normally associated with only a single LDEV, to be associated
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with multiple LDEVs. Essentially, LUSE makes it possible for applications to access a single
large pool of storage.

M-VOL Main volume.
MCU Main control unit.
OPEN-x A general term describing any of the supported OPEN emulation modes (for example, OPEN-E).

There are two types of OPEN-x devices: legacy OPEN-x devices with a fixed size (such as
OPEN-3, OPEN-8, OPEN-9, and OPEN-E), and OPEN-V, which has a variable size and is a
CVS-based volume.

parity group A set of hard disk drives that have the same capacity and that are treated as one group. A parity
group contains both user data and parity information, which enables user data to be accessed
if one or more drives in the group is not available.

path A path is created by associating a port, a target, and a LUN ID with one or more LDEVs. Also
known as a LUN.

R-VOL Remote volume.
RAID level A configuration of disk drives that uses striping, mirroring, and parity to improve performance

and data availability and reliability.
RAID Manager The CLI configuration and replication tool for the XP7 disk array that system administrators can

use to enter RAIDManager commands from open-system hosts to performContinuous Access,
Business Copy, Database Validator, and Data Retention operations, as well as provisioning
commands on logical devices.

RAID1-level data
storage

A RAID that consists of at least two drives that use mirroring (100 percent duplication of the
storage of data). There is no striping. Read performance is improved since either disk can be
read at the same time. Write performance is the same as for single disk storage.

RAID1/5 Specific RAID architectures.
RAID5-level data
storage

A RAID that provides data striping at the byte level and also stripe error correction information.
RAID5 configurations can tolerate one drive failure. Even with a failed drive, the data in a RAID5
volume can still be accessed normally.

RAID6-level data
storage

A RAID that provides data striping at the byte level and also stripe error correction information.
RAID6 configurations can tolerate two drive failures. Even with two failed drives, the data in a
RAID6 volume can still be accessed normally. RAID6 read performance is similar to RAID5,
since all drives can service read operations, but the write performance is lower than that of
RAID5 because the parity data must be updated on multiple drives.

RCU Remote control unit.
Remote Web
Console

A browser-based program installed on the SVP that allows you to configure and manage the
disk array.

RM RAID Manager.
S-VOL Secondary or remote volume. The copy volume that receives the data from the primary volume.
SIM Service information message.
SMPL Simplex.
SVP Service processor. A computer built into a disk array. The SVP, used only by an HP service

representative, provides a direct interface to the disk array.
synchronous Describes computing models that perform tasks in chronological order without interruption. In

synchronous replication, the source waits for data to be copied at the destination before
acknowledging that it has been written at the source.

T-VOL Target volume.
VOL, vol Volume.
volume Volume on disk. An accessible storage area on disk, either physical or virtual.
WWN World Wide Name. A unique 64-bit value used to identify Fibre Channel devices on an arbitrated

loop. The WWN consists of a prefix issued by the IEEE to uniquely identify the company, and
a suffix that is issued by the company.
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